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Final installment of the BOYSTOWN book
series and Special Edition
now available
Author Jake Biondi surprises BOYSTOWN fans
just in time for Christmas
BOYSTOWN series author Jake Biondi has surprised his fans with two very special
Christmas presents: the early arrival of BOYSTOWN Season Twelve and the arrival
of BOYSTOWN Volume Four.
Originally schedule for arrival on Valentine’s Day, the highly-anticipated twelfth
(and final) installment of the BOYSTOWN series is now available just in time for
Christmas.
Biondi once again teamed up with designer John Logan to create the final
BOYSTOWN book cover as well as the cover for the latest Special Edition of
BOYSTOWN, which contains Seasons 10 – 12.
“When designing the final book cover, I was super excited to blend the feel of the past
books with something that really stood out to me. The final book is a culmination of
twelve seasons, and I wanted the cover to stand strong on its own, while paying
homage to the originals,” said Logan.
Biondi added, “I love what John Logan came up with for the final BOYSTOWN cover.
His use of gold throughout the design tells the readers that they will find something
very special in this installment of the series.”
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“This is it,” Biondi told fans of his book series. “The BOYSTOWN series has evolved
since the very first installment with more twists and turns that anyone expected, and
this final book of the saga has even more in store for the audience.”
Biondi continued, “After everything that the Mancini and Ciancio families have been
through, I’m excited for readers to see how everything wraps up.” But this is
BOYSTOWN, so no one should expect the series to wrap up with a nice bow. “These
families have messy histories,” Biondi explained. “The series finale reflects and
honors these two complicated families and everything they’ve endured.”
Biondi promised that readers won’t be disappointed by his final installment.
“Season Twelve picks up right where book eleven left off and resolves that book’s
cliffhangers while moving the stories forward toward the finale.”
Is this really the end of BOYSTOWN? “These characters are a part of me. It would be
very difficult for me to just let them go,” Biondi stated. Biondi is leaving the door open
for more adventures of the Mancinis and Ciancios in the future. “You’ll just have to
stay tuned.”
The BOYSTOWN book series continues to maintain an average customer rating of
five stars, the highest possible rating on Amazon.com. “I am so proud of
BOYSTOWN’s five-star rating on Amazon,” Biondi said. “It’s a tribute not only to the
series itself, but to the incredible fans that BOYSTOWN has all over the world.”
Initial reviews of the latest BOYSTOWN book are raves. “Just like the prior books,
the twelfth book is replete with sinister and mentally-deranged people, shameless
bed-hopping, unbelievably bad personal choices, and appalling violence,” said
reviewer Roger Ward on Amazon.com. “The novels remind me of a soap opera and I
can easily see how the series could be made into a television series. The books are
easy reads and very entertaining. I highly recommend them.”
The BOYSTOWN series is available in paperback, audio book, and all e-book formats.
Readers may order autographed paperback copies of the books directly from
BoystownTheSeries.com.
For additional information or to schedule an interview with author Jake Biondi,
please send an email to JakeBiondi32@gmail.com. Mr. Biondi may also be contacted
via JakeBiondi.com, BoystownTheSeries.com, Twitter (@boystown_series), and
Instagram (@boystowntheseries).
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